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Installing Co:Writer
Co:Writer, the best word prediction program available, has gotten even better!
Co:Writer 4000 is the writing assistant with intelligent word prediction that helps make
the writing process easier, faster, and even fun for struggling writers of all ages.  It
reduces the number of keystrokes necessary to produce a word or sentence, so
students aren’t frustrated by writing.  Co:Writer operates in conjunction with a word
processing and text programs, “sending” the selected program completed sentences
and phrases.

Minimum System Requirements

Macintosh
• Power Macintosh or higher
• Mac OS 7.6.1, 8.x, or 9
• 4 MB RAM for Co:Writer
• 4 MB available hard disk space
• 256-color monitor
• MacinTalk 3 (supplied with Apple system software)

Windows
• Pentium 150 PC or higher
• Windows 95 or 98
• 4 MB RAM for Co:Writer
• 4 MB available hard disk space
• 256-color monitor
• Sound Blaster® or compatible sound card for speech
• ViaVoice 4.3 and DJSA Speech 2 (supplied with Co:Writer Installer)

11
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Installation
If you already installed Co:Writer 4000, skip ahead to Part 2 to learn more about
Co:Writer.  Or, dive right into the tutorial (Part 3) to get started right away.

If you haven’t yet installed Co:Writer 4000, follow the directions in this section.

Note:  Before you install Co:Writer, disable any virus protection software on your

computer.

Macintosh
1) Insert the Co:Writer CD into the CD-ROM drive.

2) Double click the CoWriter 4000 CD icon.

3) Double click the CoWriter_4000 Installer icon.

4) Follow the on-screen instructions.

Note:  If you want to install Acrobat Reader, double click the Acrobat Reader

Installer icon and follow the on-screen instructions.

Your original CD is your backup disk.  Co:Writer 4000 is now on the hard drive.

Windows
1) Insert the Co:Writer CD into the CD-ROM drive.

2) Double click the My Computer icon.

3) Double click the CoWriter 4000 CD icon.

4) Double click the CoWriter Setup icon.

5) Follow the on-screen instructions.

Note:  If you want to install Acrobat Reader, double click the Acrobat Reader Setup

icon and follow the on-screen instructions.

Your original CD is your backup disk.  Co:Writer 4000 is now on the hard drive.
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What is Installed

The Co:Writer Directory
The Installation program creates a new folder on your hard drive called CoWriter
4000.  You may specify a different name and/or location than the default for the
Co:Writer folder.  However, you must keep the main directory of the folder the same.

• Getting Started file

• CoWriter application file

• Co:Writer Help files

• CoWriter Help file (Windows)
• CoWriter Help folder (Macintosh)

• CW System folder — (Note:  Do not move this file.)

• On-line versions of the manuals, viewable with Adobe Acrobat Reader:
• CW Getting Started.pdf
• CW User’s Guide.pdf
• CW What’s New.pdf

• Dictionaries folder — Co:Writer’s main dictionaries are stored in this folder.

• My Templates folder — Co:Writer saves templates you create to this folder.

• My Topics folder — Co:Writer saves personalized Topic Dictionaries in this folder.

• Read Me file (both text and HTML for Macintosh)

• SimpleText application file (Macintosh only)

• Text Files folder — For Topic Dictionaries source material.  Includes sample text
files “Animals” and “Treasure Island” (the Start-to-Finish™ version).

• Topics folder — Contains Co:Writer Topic Dictionaries that are available to all
users.  This is also the default folder for new Topic Dictionaries.

• Writer Files folder — Co:Writer will save writer files for each individual user in
this folder.   Several writer file templates are also installed.

• CW Connect.dll (Windows only)

DJ Speech Access 2
This file is installed in the Extensions folder, and is necessary for all of the speech
options in Co:Writer 4000 to work correctly.

ViaVoice (Windows only)
ViaVoice is required for the speech features in Co:Writer 4000.
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Overview of Features

What is Co:Writer?
Co:Writer® 4000 is the grammar-smart word coach that helps students build better
sentences.

• Students use multiple spelling approaches to build words

• Students write for meaning in any subject

• Students write for purpose, using content-specific words

• Students stay focused on the writing topic

• Students build good first sentences with correct conventions early in the writing
process, following rules of grammar and style

Co:Writer gives students new ways to focus on what they want to write and finding just
the right words — whether it’s a topic-specific word or a word they know how to say
but not spell.  Struggling students can find the right word with fewer cues.  Students
with disabilities can produce quality writing with less fatigue. Any student can build a
better vocabulary.  Teachers can quickly create customized dictionaries that relate to
their curriculum for theme-based writing assignments.

How Co:Writer Works
Co:Writer is a writing assistant with intelligent word prediction, designed to help you
write complete and correct sentences with very few keystrokes.  It is usually used along
with a word processing program or other text-based application.

You write sentences one at a time in Co:Writer.  As you begin to type a word, Co:Writer
offers guesses as to what the word is, based on the letters you typed and other factors.
If the word you want is in the list of guesses, you can select the word and continue to
the next word.  If the word you want is not on the list, continue typing until it is, or
until you finish the word.  When you finish your sentence, Co:Writer will “send” it to
your word processing program.

Co:Writer has many features to aid you in selecting words and writing sentences.

22
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Selection Options
Co:Writer lets you select words in many different ways.

• Use x to select the in-line guess or the highlighted guess

• Point and click the word choice

• Use arrow keys to select a word, x to accept

• Type the number of the word choice

Tip:  If word choices are not numbered, select Format menu > Show

Numbers to display numbered word choices)

Speech Options
Co:Writer offers many ways to use speech to support your writing.  Speech feedback is
helpful for people with visual difficulties, non-readers and students with language or
learning disabilities.  Speech options include:

• Speak each letter typed.

• Speak the guesses automatically or when selected.

• Speak words as they are selected or completed in the sentence.

• Speak the completed sentence.

Choose the speech options that you prefer in the Speech menu.

Options for Special Needs
Co:Writer was designed to accommodate computer users with special needs.  Some
features that may be of particular interest are:

• Multiple ways to select words—Use number keys, point-and-click with mouse
device or scan word choices with a switch or x.

• Auto-Space, Auto-Caps and Predict Ahead greatly reduce keystrokes needed
to type.

• Key equivalents, or “shortcuts,” for most features let you easily use alternate input
to type in Co:Writer.

• Talk Mode lets you use Co:Writer in full-screen for communication.

• Abbreviation-expansions can be captured and predicted (Capture Words…) to
save keystrokes and for fast communication.

See the Co:Writer 4000 User’s Guide  for more information on these and other options
for special needs.
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FlexSpell™
FlexSpell is designed to aid beginning writers who are in the phonetic or transitional
stages of spelling.

Co:Writer uses a system of rules based largely on analysis of writing samples by
students from kindergarten through third grade.  These rules encompass phonetic
substitutions, common letter confusions, letter reversals, letter omissions, letter
additions, etc.

If Flexible Spelling is turned ON, Co:Writer is “flexible” in its interpretation of what
the user types, knowing that, for example:

balloon might be spelled bloon

hiked might be spelled hikt

man might be spelled nam

FlexSpell expands students’ word choices to offer words from phonetic spellings.
Students find success by using their multiple spelling approaches.  FlexSpell lets
students use the approach that works best for them on a word-by-word basis —
whether spelling words phonetically or cueing initial letters.
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Total Vocabulary System™
Co:Writer 4000’s Total Vocabulary System (TVS) gives students more ways to write for
meaning and with purpose.  TVS means that Co:Writer automatically integrates each
student’s main dictionary, selected topic dictionaries and personal dictionary to ensure
that the best possible word choices are presented to the student.

Students write grammatically correct sentences with topic-specific vocabulary by
combining one of the expanded main dictionaries and the topic dictionaries of their
choice.  Co:Writer 4000 predicts:

• words based on phonetic spellings (FlexSpell)

• topic-specific words

• words in the main dictionary selected

Updated and Expanded Main Dictionaries
Choose the main dictionary that best suits the writer—to offer just the right words for
every writing level.  Choose Select Main Dictionary... (Dictionaries menu).

• 40K Advanced Writers’ Dictionary — approximately 40,000 words

• 12K Intermediate Writers’ Dictionary — approximately 12,000 words

• 6K Beginning Writers’ Dictionary — approximately 6,000 words

• 3K Basic Dictionary — approximately 3,000 words

• 1K Core Dictionary — approximately 1,000 words

• 0K no main dictionary — an “empty” dictionary for special uses of Co:Writer

Co:Writer shows sample words to help you select the most appropriate dictionary.

Note:  The 3 smallest dictionaries (3K, 1K and 0K) are not used as default settings

for any of the pre-set writer file templates.  To use one of those dictionaries, use

Select Main Dictionary… (Dictionaries menu) to change the default for your writer

file.

Topic Dictionaries
Each writer can select up to 10 topic dictionary files to supplement their Main
Dictionary, Collected Words, and Personal Dictionary.  Topic dictionaries enable
students to use more extensive vocabulary in a particular curriculum area or thematic
unit without changing the difficulty of words in their Main Dictionary.  Words in the
selected topic dictionaries are predicted more frequently, too.  Choose Select Topic
Dictionaries... (Dictionaries menu).
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A number of topic dictionaries are included with Co:Writer 4000.  Additional topic
dictionaries can be created by teachers or students or downloaded from the Don
Johnston web site (www.donjohnston.com).

Topic Dictionary Toolkit
Customized dictionaries let teachers and students create a list of topic-specific words
— in as little as 3 minutes — that directly relate to subjects covered in the curriculum
or of special interest to students.  Import electronic text from a list, a document or the
Internet to create your topic-specific list.  Grammar and frequency are automatically
assigned to each word imported, so your list is ready for the student to use right away.

Personal Dictionary

Co:Writer lets you collect and save unique words and names to a personal dictionary,
so that you can easily write about your friends or favorite hobby.

Background and Text Color Choices
Change the color of the background, text and cursor in the Co:Writer window.  Color
supports students with visual impairments or visual discrimination issues.  Color also
makes text more pleasing to keep students engaged in writing.  Use the Set Colors
dialog to make your choices.
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Co:Writer is Cross-Platform
Both the Macintosh and Windows versions of Co:Writer 4000 have parallel features, so
teachers can learn just one program and support multiple students and classrooms in
today’s schools.  In Co:Writer 4000, Topic Dictionaries and Writer files are cross-
platform, so you can:

• Set up a student’s options on one computer, copy it to disk, and use that writer file
on another computer that has Co:Writer 4000 installed.

• Create Topic Dictionaries for specific curriculum areas and use them on any
platform computer on your network.

• Share Writer Files and Topic Dictionaries with other teachers with Co:Writer 4000!
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Tutorial — Set Up
and Use Co:Writer

The first time you launch Co:Writer, it will step you through setting up a writer file and
getting connected to your word processing program.

33
Launch Co:Writer

Macintosh

Locate the CoWriter 4000 folder on
your hard drive and open it.  Double-
click the CoWriter application icon.

Windows

Select Co:Writer from Programs in the
Windows Start menu.
OR
Locate the CoWriter 4000 folder on your
hard drive and open it.  Double-click the
CoWriter application icon.

Set Up a Writer File
1) After Co:Writer launches, you see the Welcome to Co:Writer screen.

Macintosh Windows

Note:  If you are upgrading from a previous version of Co:Writer, you can use

your current writer file if you want.  Click I already have a writer file to locate

and open your existing writer file.

Select Next to continue.
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You need to name your Writer file, so Co:Writer presents the Who’s Writing screen.

Macintosh Windows

2) Type in your name (or the name of the student you are setting this up for).  If the
writer uses Discover or other alternate input to access the computer, click the
Discover checkbox.

3) Select Next.

The Writing Level screen is next.  The choices you make in the Writing Level screen
affect the default settings that Co:Writer assigns to this writer file.

Macintosh Windows

4) Use the radio buttons to select the writing level.  Look at the sample sentences for
each writing level to help decide which level is most appropriate.

5) Select Next.

If you checked the Check here if you use Discover checkbox, you will
proceed to the Special Needs screen.  If you did not check it, skip ahead to
“Connect Co:Writer to Another Program,” p. 17.

Note:  You can make changes to the settings any time you use Co:Writer.

Co:Writer will save and remember your most recent settings for next time.
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Set Special Needs Options
If you checked the Check here if you use with Discover checkbox in the Who’s
Writing screen, you are presented with an additional dialog after the Writing Level
screen, the Special Needs screen.

Macintosh Windows

When you select options in this screen, Co:Writer automatically adjusts some settings to
help make alternate input easier.  The choices made in the Special Needs screen affect
the default settings as listed below:

Select Guesses:       Options that change:

• By numbers ➠ Word choices will be numbered

• By point-and-click ➠ Word choices will not be numbered

• By scanning ➠ Word choices will be numbered
Word choices will be scanned automatically
to allow selection with x or a switch

Size of Text:       Font size changes to:

• Medium ➠ Geneva / Arial 18 pt

• Large ➠ Geneva / Arial 24 pt

• Extra large ➠ Geneva / Arial 48 pt

Select the options you desire.  Then click Next.

Note:  You can make changes to the settings any time you use Co:Writer.

Co:Writer will save and remember your most recent settings for next time.
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Connect Co:Writer to Another Program
Now that your writer file is created, you will be prompted to select a word processor or
other text program to use with Co:Writer in the Co:Writer Connection dialog.

Macintosh Windows

• Choose an application — Select this option to choose the word processing or
text program to use with Co:Writer.

• Use with Simple Text (Macintosh) or Word Pad (Windows)— Select this
option to launch and use your system’s text program with Co:Writer.

• Enter Talk Mode — Select this option to use Co:Writer for communication,
without sending sentences to a text program.

• Cancel — Select this option to launch Co:Writer in “normal” mode, but without
connecting it to any application.

Because of differences in operating systems, connecting to applications is somewhat
different between the Macintosh and Windows platforms.

Macintosh
1) For this tutorial, choose the first option, Choose an application.

2) Use the dialog to select the program you want to use.  Co:Writer automatically lists
your “Recent Applications.”

If the application you want to use is not listed, use the directory dialog to navigate
to it.  Or, click Cancel and select an application from the Finder (desktop).
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3) Select the application you want to use and click Open.

The application will launch.  Usually, an untitled document will appear.

Untitled document in Write:OutLoud® (Don Johnston Incorporated)

4) Press the wakeup key (default is O / ≠) to “wake up” Co:Writer and bring it to
the foreground.

Co:Writer window is “active,” with Write:OutLoud document ready to receive text.

You are now ready to start using Co:Writer.  Skip ahead to “Use Co:Writer,” p. 21.
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Windows
1) For this tutorial, choose the first option, Choose an application.  Co:Writer

opens the Windows Start menu and prompts you to select the application or
document you want from either the Taskbar or Start menu.

2) Select the document or application you want to use.

• If you select from the Taskbar, Co:Writer brings that window to the
foreground.

• If you select from the Start menu, the application launches and opens a
window.

Untitled document in Write:OutLoud® (Don Johnston Incorporated)

3) When the application is open, a dialog prompts you to position your text insertion
cursor and wake up Co:Writer.

Note:  In a complex application, this prompt may appear before you have

opened a document, or before you have selected and positioned the Type tool.

Be sure not to wake up Co:Writer until your document is ready to receive text.
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4) Click anywhere in the Co:Writer Connection dialog OR press the wakeup key (O /
≠) to “wake up” Co:Writer and bring it to the foreground.

Co:Writer window is “active,” with Write:OutLoud document ready to receive text.

You are now ready to start using Co:Writer.
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Use Co:Writer
You write sentences one at a time in Co:Writer.  As you begin to type a word, Co:Writer
offers guesses as to what the word is, based on the letters you typed and other factors.
If the word you want is in the list of guesses, you select the word and continue to the
next word.  If the word you want is not on the list, continue typing until it is, or until
you finish the word.  When you finish your sentence, Co:Writer will “send” it to your
word processing program.

Note:  Most of the examples in the following tutorial were made using the default

Beginning Writer settings and  Windows.  If you selected a different writer template

or changed any settings, the samples shown may not match what is shown.  If you

are using a Macintosh computer, there will be some, mostly “cosmetic” differences

from what is shown here.

Type in Co:Writer
Let’s type a simple sentence.

My name is Chris.*

1) Type the first letter of the first word, m.  There is no need to press s to
capitalize it — Co:Writer automatically capitalizes the first word in each new
sentence.

Co:Writer brings up a list of guesses that match the letter you typed AND other
options that are set.  Because Flexible Spelling is ON, some choices may not
exactly match the letters typed.  For more information on Flexible Spelling, see
the Co:Writer 4000 User’s Guide.

*Note:  You can substitute different names in the sentences to make this tutorial more meaningful to yourself or your
students.  Just be aware that the samples shown will not exactly match your results.
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2) The word we wanted, My, is the first choice listed.  Click it to accept the word.

Co:Writer speaks the word and moves it to the in-line sentence.  Now, Co:Writer’s
intelligence really kicks in.  Co:Writer tries to guess what your next word might
be, based on grammar and sentence structure, before you even type any letters.
This feature is called Predict Ahead.

Tip:  All of Co:Writer’s writer templates have the Predict Ahead setting ON.

You can turn this feature off by selecting Predict Ahead (Format menu).

3) In this case, none of the choices was the word we wanted, name.  Type the
letters, one at a time, until name is on the list of guesses.

4) When name is on the list, click to accept it.
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Co:Writer speaks the word and moves it to the in-line sentence.  It also predicts
ahead.  This time, the word we want, is, appears in the guesses.

5) Click to accept is.

Co:Writer speaks the word and moves it to the in-line sentence.  The next word we
want, Chris, does not appear in the next set of guesses that are “predicted
ahead.”

Note:  Actually, most personal and proper names are not likely to be included

in Co:Writer’s main dictionaries.  But Co:Writer will “collect” the names you use

after you type them once.  You can have Co:Writer predict them as they are

collected, or you can transfer the names you want to save into your Personal

Dictionary.  For more information on  Collected Words, see the Co:Writer

4000 User Guide.

6) Type the first letter, C.
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Co:Writer’s guesses does not include Chris.

7) Continue typing until you have the entire name, Chris.

8) Type . to accept the completed word.
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When you type final punctuation for a sentence, Co:Writer “sends” it to your
connected word processing program.

Note:  Macintosh users will not see the Ready status window—but Co:Writer

is still the active application until they click in a different one or choose another

in the Application menu.

Continue Typing in Co:Writer
Co:Writer is still ready to go.  Let’s type a few more sentences:

My best friend is Terry.  I have one sister.

Her name is Hannah.*

1) Without clicking in the word processing program, type the first letter of the first
word, m.

*Note:  Again, you can substitute different names in the sentences to make this tutorial more meaningful to yourself
or your students.  Just be aware that the samples shown will not exactly match your results.
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2) Select the word My.   Continue typing and selecting words until you complete the
first sentence.

Whenever you end a sentence with a period (or other ending punctuation),
Co:Writer sends the sentence to the word processor.  Co:Writer “wakes up”
automatically when you begin typing again.

Tip:  If you want to edit any work or adjust settings in your word processing

program, just click anywhere in the word processor to make it the active

application.  When you’re ready to use Co:Writer again, just press the wakeup

key (O or ≠) to make it active again.

Quit/Exit Co:Writer
1) Select Quit (Macintosh) or Exit (Windows) to quit Co:Writer.
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Tutorial — Change
Appearance and
Speech Options

Now that you’ve seen how Co:Writer works, you may want to adjust speech settings and
settings that affect how the Co:Writer window looks.  Some settings you can change are:

• The way the guesses look—how many are shown, how they are arranged

• Speech settings

• Font and colors in the Co:Writer window

• Size and position of the Co:Writer window

This section tells you how to change some basic settings.

Note:  You don’t have to change any of the settings — that’s why they are called

options.  If you are satisfied with the default settings, you can skip this section.

44
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Starting Co:Writer
After your first use, Co:Writer will automatically reopen the most recent writer file upon
launch.  You can also launch a specific writer file (see “Launch a Writer File,” below).

Launch Co:Writer Application
1) Launch Co:Writer.  (For more detailed instructions, see p. 14.)

Tip:  To use the New Writer Wizard, select Open Writer > ! Getting Started

file, or press s while launching the Co:Writer application.

2) Launch your word processor and connect to Co:Writer.  (For more detailed
instructions, see p. 17-20.)

Tip:  If you set up a template document, open the document when your word

processor is the active program.  Then wake up Co:Writer.

Launch a Writer File
If you use more than one writer file, or multiple writers use the same computer, you
can set up the computer so that you always get the writer file you wanted, regardless of
who last used the computer.

1) Locate the Co:Writer 4000 folder.

2) Open the Writer Files folder.  Locate the writer file you want to use.

3) Double-click to launch the writer file.

4) Launch your word processor and connect to Co:Writer.  (For more detailed
instructions, see p. 17-20.)

Tip:  Make an alias (Macintosh) or shortcut (Windows) of your writer file(s) and

keep them on your desktop, in your documents folder, or any other convenient

location.  Then, launch Co:Writer from your alias/shortcut.
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Change the Way the Guesses Look
You can change the way the word choices are displayed and arranged in the Co:Writer
window.  You may need to experiment to find settings that work well for you.  Any
changes you make are automatically saved to the active writer file.

Change Number of Guesses
You can display from zero to nine guesses under the Co:Writer in-line sentence,
depending on your preference and ability.  With a higher the number of guesses, the
likelihood that Co:Writer will guess your word is greater, but it also increases the
difficulty level for reading and selecting guesses.

1) Select Number of Guesses > Predict _ Words (Format menu).  The number
of choices in the Co:Writer window changes to reflect your choice.

Co:Writer Window with six guesses (Predict 6 Words)

Note:  The size of the window will automatically adjust to accommodate the new

setting.
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Change Arrangement of Guesses
You can arrange your guesses in a number of different ways.

1) Select Arrangement of Guesses… (Format menu).

In the Arrangement dialog, there are a number of different options.  Click Help
for more information on each option.

2) Choose different arrangement options.  The Co:Writer window changes to reflect
your choice.

Co:Writer Window with Fixed Arrangement.

Note:  The size of the window will automatically adjust to accommodate the new

setting.
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Show or Hide Numbers
You can choose to have Co:Writer’s guesses numbered, or not, depending on your
preference.   Show/Hide Numbers is a toggle command that turns the display of
numbers among the word choices on or off.  When numbers are hidden, you can select
words only with the mouse or by scanning.  When numbers are shown, you can also
type the number of the guess to select it.

Show Numbers

1) Select Show Numbers (Format menu).  The Co:Writer window changes to
reflect your choice.

2) Select word choices by typing the number.

Tip:  Use Show Numbers when using keyboard or alternate input to make

word selections.

Hide Numbers

1) Select Hide Numbers (Format menu).  The Co:Writer window changes to
reflect your choice.

2) Select word choices by pointing and clicking with your mouse, or by scanning
the word choices and pressing x (or your switch).

Tip:  Use Hide Numbers when using mouse to make word selections, or

when the user is confused by numbers in front of the choices.
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Change Speech Settings
When Co:Writer is installed, it is set up to use a specific voice and has many speech
options turned on.  You may want to adjust the speech settings to match your skills or
preferences.  Any changes you make are automatically saved to the active writer file.

Change the Voice, Volume or Rate of Speech
If you want to use a different voice for speech output, you can change the setting.
There are a number of different voices available.   You can also adjust the volume, or
speed up or slow down the speech feedback.

1) Select Voice Settings… (Speech menu) to display the Voice Settings dialog..

Macintosh Windows

When you highlight a voice, you will hear a sample of the voice at the selected rate
and volume settings.

2) Select a different voice to hear it.  Adjust the rate and volume settings as desired.

Macintosh Windows

3) When you are done, click OK.

Note:  Because voices and speech software are platform-dependent, you may

have to reset voice settings if you move your writer file to another computer.

Co:Writer will substitute your settings with default settings if it cannot use the

settings you specified.
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Change the Speech Options
If you want less (or more) speech feedback as you use Co:Writer, you can change the
settings.

1) Select Speech & Scanning Options… (Speech menu) to display the Speech &
Scanning Options dialog.

In this dialog, you can decide when you want guesses and selections spoken in
Co:Writer.

2) Click the checkboxes to select (or deselect) options.

3) When you are done, click OK.

Note:  You can also set Scanning Options for alternate input or other special

needs in this dialog.  For more information on setting Co:Writer options for

special needs, see the Co:Writer 4000 User’s Guide.

Turn the Speech OFF
If you do not want any speech feedback, even temporarily, you can turn speech off.
Select Turn Speech Off (Speech menu).  All speech settings will be unavailable until
you turn speech back on.  If you want to turn speech back on, just select Turn Speech
On (Speech menu).

Tip:  If you are setting up or testing options in student writer files, use Turn

Speech Off to work quietly or to speed up the process after you select the Speech

& Scanning Options for the student.  Then, turn the speech back ON before you

close the writer file.
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Change Font and Colors
You can change the way the Co:Writer window looks by choosing a different font, font
size, text color, background color or cursor color.  You may need to experiment to find
settings that work well for you.  Any changes you make are automatically saved to the
active writer file.

Change Font and Font Size
Co:Writer uses system fonts for its default writer file settings.  The font size depends on
the options you selected in the New Writer Wizard.  Choose from the system fonts and
sizes listed in the Font menu, or select another font available on your system.

1) Select Other… (Font menu).

3) Use the scroll bars to view the fonts available on your system.  Click to select the
font and size you would like to try.

4) Click OK.  The new font settings are now displayed in the Co:Writer window.

Make sure the font and size you choose is easy to read on screen.

Note:  The size of the window may also adjust to accommodate the new setting.

Tip:  Because fonts are system-dependent, you may have to reset font and font

size settings if you move your writer file to another computer.  Co:Writer will

substitute your settings with default settings if it cannot use the settings you

specified.
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Change Colors in theCo:Writer Window
Co:Writer uses a white window with black text and a red cursor as its default settings.
You can change the color of the background, text or cursor in the Co:Writer window.

1) Select Set Colors… (Format menu).

The Set Colors dialog displays the current color settings.

2) Click More Colors to see all the color options.

3) Select Set Colors… (Format menu).

4) Click OK.  The colors are now displayed in the Co:Writer window.

Tip:  Because brightness level, contrast, and colors can vary from monitor to

monitor, and between platforms, you may have to reset color settings if you move

your writer file to another computer.  For more information on Color Settings, see

the Co:Writer 4000 User’s Guide.
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Adjust the Co:Writer Window
Try different sizes and arrangements for the Co:Writer window.  Also, try resizing and
repositioning the document window for your word processor until you find an
arrangement that works efficiently for you.

Adjust the Window Position

• Drag the Co:Writer window by the title bar/taskbar to move it to a new position.

• Besides using the wakeup key, you can click the window when Co:Writer is in the
background to bring it forward and make it the active window.

Adjust the Window Size

• Change the size of the window with the size box (Macintosh) or by dragging a
corner or side of the window in any direction (Windows).

• Maximize the size of the window by clicking the zoom box (Macintosh) or the
maximize button (Windows).

These examples are arranged so that you can view your word processing document
without the Co:Writer Window obscuring your view.

Co:Writer window positioned below a Write:OutLoud document.
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Co:Writer window positioned above a Write:OutLoud document.

Tip:  Many applications will save the size and position of documents and re-open

them the same way.

1) Use your word processing application to create a template document

with the options set up the way you want them.

2) Delete any text and save the document.

3) Close the document and quit the application.

Macintosh

4) From the desktop, make the document a stationery pad (File menu>

Get Info).

Windows

4) From the desktop, make the document Read-only (Properties).

When you open the template document the next time, it will open with the size,

position and options you set up.  Use Save (or Save As) to save the document

with a name for the current assignment or project.

Note:  Some applications do not save document size and position.

Quit/Exit Co:Writer
1) From the File menu, select Quit (Macintosh) or Exit (Windows) to quit

Co:Writer.
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55 Tutorial — Change
Prediction Options

Now that you’ve used Co:Writer a bit more, you may want to adjust some settings that
affect how Co:Writer predicts words.  Co:Writer gives you lots of control over how
words are predicted.  Some prediction settings you can change are:

• The main dictionary that is used

• Flexible spelling

• Predict In-Line

• The topic dictionaries that are used

This section tells you how to change these settings.

Note:  You don’t have to change any of the settings — that’s why they are called

options.  If you are satisfied with the default settings, you can skip this section.
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Starting Co:Writer
After your first use, Co:Writer will automatically reopen the most recent writer file upon
launch.  You can also launch a specific writer file (see “Launch a Writer File,” below).

Launch Co:Writer Application
1) Launch Co:Writer.  (For more detailed instructions, see p. 14.)

Tip:  To use the New Writer Wizard, select Open Writer>! Getting Started file,

or press s while launching the Co:Writer application.

2) Launch your word processor and connect to Co:Writer.  (For more detailed
instructions, see p. 17-20.)

Tip: If you set up a template document, open the document when your word

processor is the active program.  Then wake up Co:Writer.

Launch a Writer File
If you use more than one writer file, or multiple writers use the same computer, you
can set up the computer so that you always get the writer file you wanted, regardless of
who last used the computer.

1) Locate the Co:Writer 4000 folder.

2) Open the Writer Files folder.  Locate the writer file you want to use.

3) Double-click to launch the writer file.

4) Launch your word processor and connect to Co:Writer.  (For more detailed
instructions, see p. 17-20.)

Tip:  Make an alias (Macintosh) or shortcut (Windows) of your writer file(s) and

keep them on your desktop, in your documents folder, or any other convenient

location.  Then, launch Co:Writer from your alias/shortcut file.
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Change the Main Dictionary
When you created your writer file, Co:Writer assigned a Main Dictionary to it based on
the choices you made in the New Writer Wizard.  You may want to change the Main
Dictionary if the words you want are not being guessed by Co:Writer, or if writing is
inefficient at the current level.

Choose a smaller dictionary when:

• The writer is at an emergent or very basic writing level

• Word choices coming up are too long or difficult for the writer

Choose a larger dictionary when:

• The writer is typing out many longer words because Co:Writer is not guessing
them (probably has lots of words in the Collected Words Dictionary)

• The writer has advanced a writing level

Selecting the Main Dictionary
1) Choose Select Main Dictionary… (Dictionaries menu).  The dialog will show

which dictionary is currently selected.

2) Click Show Description to display the number of words in the dictionary and
samples of words typically included and not included in the dictionary.

3) Click the radio button next to the name of the dictionary to select it.

4) Click OK.

Note:  You can only select and use one Main Dictionary at a time.
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Flexible Spelling
Flexible Spelling… uses phonetic spelling to predict words.  Use this feature when
the user spells phonetically, frequently omits letters, or is often unsure of the correct
spelling of words.

While Flexible Spelling is turned ON, Co:Writer will offer correctly spelled word choices
that are similar to the spelling you are entering, even if vowels are omitted.

Guesses without Flexible Spelling Guesses with Flexible Spelling

Check or Change Flexible Spelling Settings
1) Select Flexible Spelling… (Options menu).

The Flexible Spelling dialog lets you select how you want Flexible Spelling to work.
Click Help for more information on each option.

2) Click to select the option you want.

3) When you are done, click OK.

Note:  If you use Flexible Spelling, it is recommended that you use one of the

smaller Main Dictionaries — the 6K, 3K or 1K.  It can be used with the 12K and

40K Main Dictionaries, but loses much of its effectiveness, particularly with Repeat

Guesses turned on, so it is not recommended.

Note:  When Flexible Spelling is ON, Predict In-Line is not available.
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Predict In-Line
You can choose to have Co:Writer’s most likely guess appear right in the in-line
sentence in Co:Writer.  This setting can save lots of keystrokes for advanced Co:Writer
users, but tends to confuse new Co:Writer users because the guess appears in their
sentence before they type anything.

Note:  Predict In-Line is only available when Predict Ahead is ON.

If the word predicted “in-line” is the word you want, you just have to press x
to select it.  If the in-line guess is not the word you want, you can select any of the other
guesses, or continue typing as usual.

Turn Predict In-Line On
1) If Flexible Spelling is ON, select  Flexible Spelling… (Options menu) and

select Don’t use flexible spelling.  Click OK.

2) Select Predict In-Line (Format menu).  The Co:Writer window changes to
reflect your choice.

3) Press x to select the in-line guess.  If the in-line guess is not the word you
want, you can select any of the other guesses, or continue typing as usual.

If you decide you do not want to use Predict In-Line, just select it again to uncheck
the option.

Note:  The Predict In-Line guess is in addition to the guesses below the in-line

sentence.  For example, if you have selected Predict 6 Words, you will now have

seven guesses, including the in-line guess.

Note:  When Predict In-Line is ON, Flexible Spelling is not available.
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Use a Topic Dictionary
In addition to the Main Dictionary, Co:Writer can draw its guesses from one or more
Topic Dictionaries.  A Topic Dictionary is one which has been created to add or boost
the guesses for words and names on a particular theme.  A number of sample Topic
Dictionaries were included with your Co:Writer program, ranging in size from about
150 words to more than 2200 words.

Select a Topic Dictionary
1) Select Select Topic Dictionaries… (Dictionaries menu).

In the Select Topic Dictionaries dialog, you can see a list of available topic
dictionaries.

2) Click Show Description to display more information on the topic dictionary,
including a sample word list, number of words and a description of the dictionary.

Note:  The Words Included field displays only the first 100 words in the

selected topic ciictionary.  Use the Topic Dictionary Toolkit or Dictionary Editor

to see the entire word list.  See the Co:Writer 4000 User’s Guide for more

information.
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3) Click the checkbox next to the topic you want to select.

4) Select OK to accept your choice.

Active Topic Dictionaries will be stored as part of your writer file.  Co:Writer will
automatically load them until you de-select (uncheck) them in the Select Topic
Dictionaries dialog.

Type About the Topic
Now that you’ve selected a topic dictionary, write a few sentences about the topic.  You
should notice that Co:Writer quickly begins predicting topic-specific words.  Because
you chose a topic dictionary, Co:Writer assumes you intend to write about the topic,
and boosts the frequency score of the words in the topic dictionary.

Save, Print or Edit the Word Processing Document
When you are done entering text with Co:Writer, you may edit, save, and print your
word processing document as usual.

Activate the word processing document by:

• Clicking somewhere in the word processing document

• Selecting the word processor from the Application Menu (Macintosh) or the Task
Bar (Windows).

Co:Writer remains open, but stays in the background while you work. You can activate
Co:Writer at any time by typing the wakeup key or clicking Co:Writer in the application
menu (Macintosh) or task bar (Windows).  Co:Writer will then continue to send
sentences to the last open document you worked in in your word processing program.

Change Other Settings
After you are familiar with Co:Writer, you may want to adjust some additional options to
increase your efficiency with the software.  Some options that have not been discussed
in this manual:

• Talk Mode (for Communication)

• Recent Words Settings

• Collected Words Settings

• Grammar Settings

• Wakeup Key

For information on changing these and other options, see the Co:Writer 4000 User’s
Guide.
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Tutorial — Advanced
Features

After you use Co:Writer for a while, you may want to take advantage of some of
Co:Writer’s dictionary features.  Here are tutorials on two of them:

• Edit your Collected Words Dictionary

• Create a new topic dictionary

For information on other dictionary features, see the Co:Writer 4000 User’s Guide.

Launch Co:Writer
1) Launch Co:Writer.  (For more detailed instructions, see p. 14.)

Tip:  To use the New Writer Wizard, select Open Writer>! Getting Started file,

or press s while launching the Co:Writer application.

2) Launch your word processor and connect to Co:Writer.  (For more detailed
instructions, see p. 17-20.)

Tip: If you set up a template document, open the document when your word

processor is the active program.  Then wake up Co:Writer.

66
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Clean Up Your Collected Words Dictionary
If Collect New Words (Options menu) is ON, Co:Writer automatically collects
unfamiliar words and names as they are typed and saves them in the Collected Words
Dictionary.  If Predict Collected Words is ON, Co:Writer can also predict them.

The Collected Words Dictionary is for temporary storage of personal words and
terminology.  Because it collects any words it does not recognize, the Collected Words
Dictionary can collect misspellings, strings of accidental letters and words that you
used on only one occasion.  The Collected Words Dictionary is saved to the writer file.

Tip:  We recommend that you do regular “maintenance” to your Collected Words

Dictionary to remove misspellings and transfer desired words to your Personal

Dictionary.

Deleting Words
If misspelled words have been collected, you may want to delete them from the
Collected Words Dictionary, especially if Predict Collected Words is on.

1) Select Edit Active Dictionaries (Dictionaries menu).

2) In the Dictionary Editor, click the radio button to select Collected Words.

Note:  Notice that the names you entered in the tutorial, or in using Co:Writer

so far, are saved in the Collected Words Dictionary.

3) Highlight the word or phrase you want to delete.  Click Delete.  You will be
prompted by a dialog:
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4) Click OK to Delete.

5) Repeat steps 3-4 for any other words you want to delete.  When you are finished,
click Save, then click Done.

Transferring Collected Words

to the Personal Dictionary
You may want to transfer collected words to the Personal Dictionary for word
prediction.  This is useful if you don’t want to predict collected words because of
misspellings and seldom-used names typed in Co:Writer.  This option lets you
periodically go in and “review” your collected words and decide what to do with each
entry.

1) Select Edit Active Dictionaries (Dictionaries menu).

2) In the Dictionary Editor, select Collected Words.

3) Highlight the phrase you want to move.  Click Transfer.  You will be prompted by
a dialog:

4) Click Yes.  Co:Writer automatically moves the word into the Personal Dictionary
and saves the changes.

5) Click Personal Dictionary to view the new entry.

6) Repeat steps 3-4 for any other words you want to transfer.  When you are finished,
click Save, then click Done.
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Create a New Topic Dictionary
Creating your own Topic Dictionaries can be done in a variety of ways, depending on
the size of the topic and the materials you have on hand.  All involve the Topic
Dictionary Toolkit.

• Enter words by hand

• Import a text file

• Import a list

Enter Words by Hand
If a limited number of words are involved, you can use the Toolkit Editor to enter the
words by hand.  For example:

• Your students are excited about the new class pet — you can enter the name of
the pet, its food and its characteristics.

• A fire prevention specialist spoke to your class — you took notes during her talk
and jotted down a dozen or so key words, to help your students write a report.

• Your class took a field trip to the local aquarium — you want to enter the name of
the aquarium and the names of the most popular creatures.

To enter words by hand:

1) Select Topic Dictionary Toolkit (Dictionaries menu).

2) Click New.

3) Enter a name for the new dictionary.  Click Save.

4) Type a brief description in the Comments field.
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5) Click Edit Dictionary.

6) Type the word in the Word field.

7) Click Add Word or press e.

If the word is already contained in Co:Writer’s 6K or 40K main dictionaries,
Co:Writer will automatically assign basic grammar attributes, depending on your
settings.  You can refine or change the grammar attributes by hand, if desired.  See
“How Co:Writer Adds Grammar” and “Editing Grammar by Hand”  in Chapter 4 of
the Co:Writer 4000 User’s Guide for more information.

8) Continue adding words until you are done.  Click Save periodically if you are
adding lots of words.

9) When you are finished, click Exit.

10) If you want the topic dictionary to be active, click Yes.  If you don’t, click No.

Import a Text File
If you have a text file on the topic, you can you can have Co:Writer import words from
the text file for you.  For example:

• a news article or other article from the Internet

• the text file of a public domain story

• the sample text file “Treasure Island.txt,” from the Start-to-Finish book, available
in your Text Files folder in the CoWriter 4000 folder
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Note:  Documents to be imported must be saved as text (.txt) files.  Many word

processing programs let you save documents in “text file” (.txt) format.

To import words from a text file:

1) Select Topic Dictionary Toolkit (Dictionaries menu).

2) Click New.  For this example, let’s use the sample text file “Treasure Island” that
was included with Co:Writer.

3) Enter a name for the new dictionary.  Click Save.

4) Type a brief description in the Comments field.

5) Click Import Words.

6) Select Import words from text.  Click OK.
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7) Locate the text file to be imported, then click Open.

8) Click  Show Options to set dictionary and grammar options if desired.  Click
Import.

9) When you are finished, click Exit.

10) If you want the topic dictionary to be active, click Yes.  If you don’t, click No.
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Import a List
If you don't have a text file, but  you can create a list of the words you want from
printed sources and/or your own knowledge of the topic.  Then Co:Writer can import
the list for you.  For examples:

• a list of words you and the students came up with after a field trip to the art
museum

• words from a social studies unit

• the sample list file “Animals.txt,” available in your Text Files folder

Note:  Documents and lists to be imported must be saved as text (.txt) files.  Many

programs let you save documents in “text file” (.txt) format.

To import words from a list:

1) Select Topic Dictionary Toolkit (Dictionaries menu).

2) Click New.  For this example, let’s use the sample list “Animals” that was included
with Co:Writer.

3) Enter a name for the new dictionary.  Click Save.

4) Type a brief description in the Comments field.

5) Click Import Words.
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6) Select Import words from a list.  Click OK.

7) Locate the text file to be imported, then click Open.
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8) Click  Show Options to set dictionary and grammar options.  Click Import.

9) When you are finished, click Exit.

10) If you want the topic dictionary to be active, click Yes.  If you don’t, click No.

For more information on Co:Writer’s features, see the Co:Writer 4000 User’s Guide.
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